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DeeSoul Carson (He/They) is a poet, performer, and
educator from San Diego, CA. His work is featured or
forthcoming in Voicemail Poems, Narrative Mag,
Hayden’s Ferry Review & elsewhere. His most
recent chapbook, Running From Streetlights (2020), is
a meditation on Blackness and being in America. A
Stanford University alum, DeeSoul has received
fellowships from The Watering Hole and New York
University, where he is an MFA in the Creative
Writing program.

DeeSoul’s poetry springs from the intersections of
race, faith, and community, among others. He is
interested in the excavation of existence and
considerations of perseverance via memory,
narrative, imagining, and imagining. He believes not
just in the power of our storms but also in the joys
standing in the middle.  

"These are poems
that don’t stop at

naming the
wound. Rather,

they repair, they
soothe, they map
out a multitude of
paths leading to
the next world."
Sojourner
Ahebee
Author of

Reporting from
the Belly of the

Night



Accolades

2022 The Watering Hole Writing
Workshop Graduate Fellow

2022 Ploughshares Emerging
Writer's Contest Honorable

Mention
2022 Write About Now Poetry's

The Cookout Literary Prize Finalist
2021 Pigeon Pages NYC Poetry

Prize Winner
 

Publications

Genesis
Poetry.onl, Nov 2022

What's Going On
Voicemail Poems, August 2022

In The Mourning
Half Mystic, July 2022

Self-Portrait in a '99 Cadillac de Ville
No Tokens Mag, May 2022

Nothing Blacker Than My Bank Account
Pigeon Pages NYC, April 2022

Poem Always Having to Repeat Itself
Adroit Journal, Oct 2020

 
 

Performances

Dream Journal (after Danez Smith)
Button Poetry, April 2021

Testimony by the Kronos Quartet
Featured Poet
Captain's Log

Button Poetry, June 2020
Berkeley Slam | Apr 2020

Featured Poet
College Unions Poetry Slam Invitational

(2018, 2019)
Finalist

Black Matter (w/ Angel Smith)
Write About Now Poetry, April 2019

 
 

 "DeeSoul Carson offers us a look
inside his life living as a ghost not
willing to wait to be honored at the

next memorial; a shadow who
does not wait for the streetlights to

come on to wait to be seen."
-Asia Bryant-Wilkerson

Poet and Curator



Host

Featured Readings

Performance Workshops

Writing Workshops

Commissioned Poem

Speaking Engagements

BOOK DEESOUL

Services

deesoulpoetry@gmail.com

deesoulpoetry.com

@deesoulpoetry

/deesoulpoetry

@deesoulpoetry

DeeSoul Poetry



The Black Boy’s greatest magic trick has always been survival.
We have always known Death like a distant relative,
Have always known that this inhale, exhale,
Of ours is the strongest form of rebellion.
 
It is hard not to be a ghost in a body 
That you have never felt alive in.
Even now I’m unsure what keeps me
Tethered to this world, the power
 
Of my mother’s prayers or the fear
Of leaving her behind. She always tells me 
To watch my back out there. She refuses 
To ever use the word goodbye
 
Because she wants God to know
She’ll kill him if I don’t make it
back to her breathing. I ask what
If tomorrow isn’t in God’s will for me.
 
What the fuck does God know
about a will, she says. Thinks he 
has enough angels already guarding
his gates. This greedy green earth of his  

Knows the taste of us too well.
I think that maybe vigilance is a virtue.
How else could I believe that all black boys go to heaven,
If not that they can always see the kingdom coming.
 
I do not tell her there is already a gravestone 
With my hashtag on it. Instead, I promise 
That I will be home before the streetlights
can catch me. She is already threatening God as I leave.

Elegy for Black Boys Still Breathing
DeeSoul Carson


